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psd file and four preset buttons: Controls the degree of contrast applied to the
brightness and the mid tone contrast. - Brightness/Contrast - Mid tone

Contrast - Global Contrast - Hue Saturation Balance Highlight the icon, copy
the new file and paste it in a folder of a desired name. Save and add it to the
beginning of the preset .psd file.The downside of the tool is that you cannot

modify contrast globally. However, if you only need to change the contrast of
certain parts of the image, it is enough to make a copy of the .psd file and to
paste it on a new layer, only over those areas where you want to change the
contrast. 3.2.HSB Editor by [@B15] {#sec2-2} ------------------------ This

software is similar to the Photoshop Editor by [@B13] but has a wider range
of contrast effects. First of all, HSB Editor gives the opportunity to apply the

color effects to grayscale images as well as to RGB images. Secondly, the
HSB Editor includes the luminance, saturation and value controls.

Luminance, saturation and value determine the lightness, the saturation and
the value of the colors, respectively. For instance, when you choose the

*Grainy* option, the image will become grainier (grainy, blurred) with a
white color saturation. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a step-by-step

procedure on how to use the editor to achieve the desired effects.
![](ACTA-90-46-g001){#F1} In order to use the editor, you need to open
the .psd file that you have previously downloaded. Then, click on the icon

with the three circles, after which you will see the editor with the following
options: - LAB color mode. - Metadata. - Grayscale (RGB) Color mode. -

HSV color mode. - Recolor. - Picture Effects. - Color Manipulation. - Grainy
effect. - Image sharpness. - Pattern Overlay. -
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June 17, 2557 B.C. - An easy-to-use and powerful Photoshop tool to effectively enhance and fine-
tune the local contrast of an image using an intelligent algorithm ... May 27, 2015 - In this tutorial,

I'll show you how to use the Finger Tool to create an effect similar to those what you can see in
movies or in advertisements. In this tutorial, you'll learn how to use the Finger Tool to create an

effect similar to what you see in movies or commercials. Step 1 - Open Photoshop and create a new
document with the following settings: Step 2 - Upload an image with the image you want to use to

create the finger effect. fffad4f19a
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